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lOSWELL BMLT ffi(Q)M
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ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO, TUESDAY

4

EVENING,

FEBRUARY 19,

NUMBER 300

1907

Phone 75 or

Clarence UHery, Undertaker, Ambulance Service, Scientific Disinfecting. All Work Attended Personally.

THE CLUB'S
BIG FEAST
GATHERS
BOARD.

CLUB
AT THE BANQUET

COMMERCIAL.

ROSWELL IS TOASTED

The Men Who Have Made the Town
Feast Themselves Into a Good Hu
mor and Then Tell How They Did
It, and Lay Out Plans for Future
Operations in Municipal Affairs.

railroad hither. But he said that Ros- and stated that he had been authoriz
well could get its share of good things ed to represent the regular speaker.
in this manner, and that it was up He said that Mr. Myers was not able
to the town and Club to do things to be present because he is so busy
studying how to reduce rates in the
and to do them this year.
Postmaster Robert Kellahin was Pecos Valley without lowering hem,
called upon to toast, "An Optimistic and that he would reduce them just
View of the Situation." He said that as soon as possible, which would be
Commerce
any person seeing the business activi- shortly after the Inter-stat- e
ty of Roswell every day in the year Commission gave its order to do so.
could not help but be optimistic of Incidentally, Mr. Graham spoke of the
the town's future. He said that this splendid work of the Commercial Club. MRS. PARKER EARLE WRITES ON
W. A. Johnson made a short talk
business life pulses stronger in Ros
THE WOMAN AND FRUIT
but
well than in any other town of the on "Tools and Their Usage,"
GROWING.
hardTerritory. He said that this business shifted the blame for being a
activity did not show its influence ware man to the shoulders of his partday by day, but that in the comparison ner in the business, Mr. Thomas.
Dr. Kinsinger made a humorous talk
of years it stood out in wonderful
The banks, he said, showed on alfalfa as a medicine, bringing in
it in the growth of their deposits. He a clever satire on the Prager sulphur
IT IS PROFITABLE
said that bank officers show it in spring and its odors and effects.
George M. Slaughter gave a short
their growing independence relative
to securing deposits and in establish- talk that elicited much merriment on
ing short banking hours. He said live stock subjects and then told of
that the postoffice receipts showed the cattlemen's convention. He said
it. He said there were knockers in that although the railroad had receiv- Combining Pleasure With Profit and
a Good Living in the Free, Outdoor
town, but that they did not belong ed many hard knocks, it must be givto the Club that they had been fired en credit for allowing the best rate Life of the Pecos Valley Far Prefof ever given for the convention in April.
erable to Office or City Life A Few
out years ago for
Examples in the Pecos Valley.
dues. He said that the best cure for A round trip rate of five dollars has
the knocking habit was to get the been allowed from Amarillo or Pecos"
.
afflicted man into the Club and int to Roswell, and a rate of 6 from
The rate allowed into Amarerest him in its work.
W. M. Atkinson was asked to tell illo from connecting points is a fare
"Why the Bridge Was Put There,1 and a fifth for the round trip.
The following article, by Mrs. Par
After this the banquet was ad- ker Earle, of Roswell, appeared in
and while the subject was intended
as a humorous thrust at the speaker, journed with an appropriate talk from the February issue of "The Earth,
he answered soberly that it was put the toastmaster. Among those at the published at Chicago by the Santa
there because the people wanted it tables were David Shapiro, J. Mass, Fe Railway Company:
He said, furthermore, that if things George French, S. Uhlfelder, Gill Amis,
climate of the
"In this semi-aricome out right, two more bridges will C. C. Tannehill, Walter Paylor, J. B. high Southwest
work is
be built across the Pecos this year, Herbst, J. A. Graham, W. E. Wisely, both healthful and practical for women
one at Hagerman and the other at R. W. Smith, C. E. Mason, Will Rob- to a degree not understood by those
Lake Arthur. He said that the people inson, Olaude Hobbs, Percy Evans, of the middle states. The sunshiny
would be called upon to sign petitions Judge Greer, Luther Stover, G. M. days and the dry ground eliminate
for these bridges, and that if they Slaughter, Maynard Gunsul, of Albu- the unpleasant elements of
r
,
were properly signed, they would be querque; Bernard Gunsul, Albert
work, and opens to women many av
Joe Morrison, E. H. Williams, enues of profitable livelihood not
built. In other words, if the people
Fred available to them in the wet, muddy
want the bridges, as expressed by Howard Wilson, Phil Helmig,
the signatures, they will be allowed Miller, G. S. Moore, R. H. McCune, conditions of the states where the
He said that the bridges and roads R. L Bradley, H. P. Hobson, B. D. W. rain falls so many days of the year.
were the best things the county com' Payton, H. P. Saunders, H. A. Lay, J.
Women can earn homes and support
missioners could spend the people's B Rutherford, of Denver; W S.
here with less effort, with less
them
Clarence Ullery, Dr. W. T. Joy-- ! drain of the vital forces than in citmoney for, and that, next to the
schools, they were the greatest public ner, Dr. C. F. Beeson, R. Kellahin, ies, offices, or the schoolroom.
blessing. He told just what road work W. S. Prager, Sidney Prager, E.C. WalIn my association of many years
has been done and what bridges built, ker, J. W. Thomas, W. M. Atkinson. with business women of cities, the
and declared that it was his regret W. A. Johnson, Col. Baker, R. F. Bar-- grind of their confined work in offi
to say that there were miles of coun nett, G. A. Richardson, C. L Ballard, ice and schoolroom has left an im
try road in better condition than Ed. Kinsinger, Dr. J. W. Kinsinger, J. pression, not easily gotten rid of, durFred Fleischer, of Albuquerque; L B. ing my practical orchard experiences
Main street, Roswell.
"Spraying as a Fine Art," was the Tannehill, Lewis Kern, of Windsor, of the past five years.
subject of J. A. Graham, and he told Colo.; Wm. Dunham, of Ft. Collins,,
The important question is: Why do
of a new kind of spraying that had Colo.; J. L Wiggins and W. G.
not more women raise fruit for a livof Bonito, N. M.
lately been told 'him by a Carsbad man
ing here where conditions are favorwho has just returned from a visit
able?
in the North.
TERRITORIAL BRICK
Application of the same business
Will Prager was supposed to have
FOR ROSWELL PAVING. principles, which means success in
told about sulphur wells, their causes
Through the requests of several of other lines, means greater success,
and effects, but left the room as he his friends, Hon. J. W. Mullens, repre- with less never wearing conditions,
was about to be introduced. Clarence sentative of the Nineteenth district in in fruit growing. And then the care
Dnery was called upon without no the New Mexico general assembly, has of a small orchard, the harvesting,
tice to respond to the toast, and he started a move in Santa Fe to secure packing and marketing of the fruit
did so with pleasing effect, describ enough vitrified brick from the terri- does not take all the time and ening wells of all kinds and showing torial brick yard to pave Main street ergy of one for every day of
that the charge that the artesian in Roswell from Alameda street to 5th every month of the year. Some
wells are gradually failing is not and Fifth from Main to the railroad.. months are left for leisurely "enjoytrue and that every well that has He has interested speaker Baca, of the ment and study for bettering condishown a loss of pressure, has been House, and has been promised his tions for the years to come. Fruit
proven to have some defect in its assistance in getting the bill through. growing should be and 1 sa practical
making.
Mr. Mullens has written for figures way for women to make money.
Mayor J. W. Stockard, who has showing the number of bricke needFor instance there is a dome marwon the title of "The Peacemaker," ed for this improvement and in his ket in every Southwestern town for
for his splendid work of bringing to letter asking for this statement he a patch of strawberries that will yield
gether warring factions in the city speaks in hopeful terms of getting the a woman a modest living, if she will
council and city affairs, was on the measure adopted.
investigate soil and varieties, and
program to respond to a toast on ills
grow, pick, and market her berries
new title, but his physician would not
with the same care and intelligence
Negroes Win From Mexicans.
permit him out at night late enough
years, that she must give to any interest
the
For
first
time
three
in
to attend. Will Robinson responded in the "Darlotown Sluggers" defeated the to make it succeed.
his stead, giving a splendid extemper-aneou- Roswell Mexicans at base ball Sun
An acre of strawberries, well grown
talk showing the splendid work day afternoon. The game was played and cared for, yields here from three
of Roswell's mayor, both in his official on the Chihuahua addition diamond thousands to five thousand quarts, acacts and in establishing the
and the fact that there was a large cording to variety, which should net
auto line.
attendance of the female portion of the fifteen cents per quart
C. C. Tannehill, responding to "Oil colored population of the city is giv
This crop is harvested and over in
and Its Smothness," made the hit en as the cause of the "Darktown" about a month and the season can be
of the evening. He spoke of many differ victory. The final score was 3 to 0 prolonged by raising raspberries or oth
eat kinds of oil and described their and it was a shut-ou- t
on both sides er small fruits on other pieces of
different uses. Every reference was a up until the eighth inning. It must ground.
local hit and some of them were pret- have been a good game.
However, a more permanent busity strong. His address was witty from
ness and one that in the ends demands
start to finish and had to be heard toJ More pupils
wanted at the Wool- - labor, is the growing of tree fruits,
be understood.
apples, peaches, pears, cherries, plums
College.
We can secure and prunes.
Maynard Gunsul, of Albuquerque, verton P. B.
For women the small orwas called upon to give the stranger's positions for fifty stenographers. En chard of five acres has many advantagIdea of a booster. He told of the boost- ter college and learn aristography.
es over the larger ventures. Depend
er's club In Albuquerque and of its
indoings. He spoke of Roswell's fine
stitutions and citizenship and paid the
town a glowing tribute bysaying
that all its people belong to a Roswell
KITCHEN
booster's club, whether they knew it
or not. He made an interesting talk
CABINETS
and was liberally applauded.
C. E. Mason was asked to tell of
The moRt Important part of
"Some of the Writings I Have Writany home is the Kitchen ami
we m ke it a special feature to
ten But Never Published," but Jie deproperly furnish this part of
tne hone. There Is nothing
clined to do this, saying that he would
a valuable in this connection
be no safer in telling them then than
urn the Kitchen Cabinet.
We
lirtreatliie line of them
publishing them. He added that he
h low price with the
jcreatest. possible convenience.
had received numerous writings from
others, some from men there present,
Sold on
that he had not published for the
same reason. He spoke of the value of
Easy Payments.
boosting Roswell at all times and
paid Judge Richardson a high compli-Call at nr store mid let u
1
S
ment as Roswell's pioneer and contaik Cn hi uet to too m well
other modern Kitchen Furstant booster.
niture.
L.
D.
called
for
The toaatmaster
Myers, who was down for an address
on the question. "Why Are Rates on
Commodities
in the Pecos Valley ti
Higher than a Cat's Back." Mr. MyTHE LEADERS.
0
ers was not present hut Secretary Graham, of the Commercial Club, arose

THE WOMAN
ORCHARDIST

bas-relie- f.

non-payme-

Plain-view-

Probably a hundred members of the
Commercial Club came out
last night to the Club's annual ban
quet, held in the spacious dining room
of the Grand Central Hotel. It was a
gathering of the town's representative
business men, the men who do things
for municipal advancement.
The members assembled at the
Club rooms and at 8:30 proceeded to
the banquet hall. Here they found
the room arranged with four long tables, the modest decorations supporting the good feeling of informality
that was everywhere experienced and
evidenced, even in the dress and manner of the guests.
When all had been seated, the fol
lowing feast was served in perfect
order and style, the hotel manage
ment Slaving every detail arranged
so that the courses followed each other with regularity and precision:
Roswell

MENU.

Manhattan Cocktail.
Vegetable Soup.
Pickles

Celery,

d

rs

out-doo-

Han-ny-

Kll-gou- r,

Dug-gar-

Roast Turkey and Dressing
Cranberry Sauce
Cold Boiled Ham
Saratoga Chips
Fruit Punch.
Oranges,

Apples.

Water Wafers

Cream Cheese

Cafe Noir.

Cigarettes.

Cigars,

While the feast was on, a
orchestra furnished inspiring music,
and when the last strains had died
away and the banqueters had lighted
their cigars. Judge Granville A. Richardson, the Club's president, who
was seated at the head of the first
table, arose and told the purpose of
the gathering. He said it was the intention of the members and guests
present to consider the clty of Roswell and compare Its present with its
past, and to draw the lines upon which
its boosters were to act and to fight
In the future. He said that the town
had had its ups and downs, and would
continue to have them, but that he
believed the worst of the "downs"
had been experienced and overcome,
and that the best of the "ups" were
about to come. He said that the
"downs" would be less frequent in
the future and the "ups" more common. He expressed the Club's hope
that Roswell would some time be one
of the leading commercial centers of
the Southwest, and predicted that
this hope would some day be realized.
Judge Richardson sab that while
the Club was an organization of boosters, the town had another species
of citizen known as the Roswell
Knocker. He said that some of them
did not consider themselves knockers,
and did not even know that they were,
but that they reside here, nevertheless
and keep up their anvil chorus constantly. He said that in spite, of them,
the town was advancing all the time
and had enjoyed what is better than
any boom, a good steady growth. He
compared the town with others of
the Territory, and said that since
there were gentlemen from Albuquerque present he would have to admit
that Roswell was only the second
town of New Mexico. He said that
with the proper work it might as well
have been made the first by tills time,
and that hi the future this might be
accomplished. This the ,13th year in
the life of the Commercial Club,
should be made Its red letter year.
He explained the El Paso trick of
gaining the Lincoln county trade by
having a railroad built from its doors
to the Lincoln county, towns, when,
by reason of its proximity, Roswell
should have this trade. Ha explained
that EH Paso had similar designs on
the Pecos Valley la promoting s '
five-piec-
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.
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ing upon the kinds of trees selected
for planting an orchard of this kind
the number of trees on five acres will
run from five hundred to a thousand
or possibly fifteen hundred.
The planting and cultivation of
a young orchard of this size is a sim
pie matter and not expensive, although
the work should be very carefully
done.
The heavier labor of cultivation and
irrigation would call for the occasion
al services of a man and a team,
while the supervision and pruning of
the young trees can well be done by
the owner herself.
As the trees come into bearing outside labor, preferably that of women
and young girls, can be called" in for
all necessary harvest work. As for
the business management of the har
vest and the marketing of the crop,
the bright woman who has grown the
orchard is just as capable . as any
neighboring orchard owner.
And what can be expected from so
little as five acres? Very little certain
ly for the first two, three, or four
years; and yet certain cherries, peach
es, plums, and dwarf pear trees begin now to yield small crops, fully as
much fruit as they should bear. And
from this time on one may safely expect increasing annual crops, and that
standard trees, pear and apple, in from
five to eight years be in full bearing.
And what does full bearing mean?
There are many instances here in this
Pecos Valley of full grown pear trees
yielding a crop of from two hundred
to five hundred pounds of fruit to the
tree; of apple trees giving about doub
le that quantity.
There are peach trees this year
that gave a crop of five hundred
pounds apiece; there was one instance
of an apple orchard that averaged five
hundred pounds to the tree of market
able fruit that netted the owner over
two cents per pound in the orchard
and this is a year of very low prices
for apples in the country at large.
Now these may be regarded as un
usually large figures and I believe
they are for these are the best facts
that have come within the range of
my own knowledge. For these facts
mean a money yield of about a thou
sand dollars per acre for the current
years crop, and my woman orchard
planter will not need as much money
as this to give her an income far lar-

ger than what she is earning in the
best salaried positions within her command in our cities. I have ofiten thot
of a group of women combining their
means and energies in an orchard
planting. It is an entirely feasible plan
for several women to combine, each
having five acres in fruit, thus enab
ling the trees to be handled as one
orchard, the fruit to be gathered, packed, and shipped to market in carload
lots at freight rates thus escaping the
prohibitive express charges. For ex
ample a group of eight business wo
men could purchase forty acres of ad
joining land, each woman hblding the
title to her individual five acres. They
could send two of their number, best
fitted for work, here to have the land
prepared and planted to fruit trees,
cultivating and caring for the trees,
the other six to continue attending to
their business until such time as the
young orchard would begin to take
care of them all.
The trees of this orchard should
came into bearing in from three to five
or eight years, according to varieties
selected, and from this on should yield
a good living for their respective own

ers.
If thought best the orchard could
be made partially, if not wholly,
by growing small fruits
strawberries, raspberries, rhubard or
similar crops in the vacant spaces between the trees. However this will
complicate the work to some extent.
Strips of alfalfa a few feet wide
could be planted on which chickens
and turkeys thrive and pay good re
turns in money. A feature of an invest
ment of this character not to be light
ly regarded is the increased value of
land accruing from its cultivation and

planting to fruit trees.
One orchard here of 10 acres bought
and planted at a cost of two hundred
dollars per acre less than five years
ago, was sold by the owner lataly for
six hundred per acre, and was parted
with reluctantly only on account of
pressure of other work. This is only
one of many instances of Increase in
the money value of land, made profit
able by Intelligent handling.
Now do these iacts seam practical
to the business woman of V.vr nlJer
states who are looking eagerly for
new ways of helping themselves, and
those dependent on rhen. to something
better than they nave at present?
This free,
wholesome
busy life does It .seem attractive?
rs

Seventy-Fiv- e

Dollars Raised.

The fire boys have raised 975 on
their fund for a bell ringer for the
city fire department. They will send
out new cards in few days, hoping
thereby to raise the remaining 125
needed to complete the fund. The
boys, are paying $25 and freight from
St. Louis out of their own pockets.

ATKINSON

IS NAMED

111

assisted Miss Odem and the dinner
was a great success. The decorations
were Jonquils and red carnations,
which were used la profusion through-ou- t
the dining room. The place cards
were accompanied by bunches of violets. Dinner was served In six courses.

Mr. and Mrs. G. A. Ricfcardson and
dinner Friday evening, the affair being
dinner rFiday evening, the affair being
COUNCIL SELECTS ITS ARBITER given partly as a valentine affair, the
valentine effect being secured in deON DITCH QUESTION.
corations and place cards. The color
scheme was red and green. Red hearts
made draperies from chandelier to the
table corners and the centerpiece was
a floral creation in the colors of the
ADOPTS A RESOLUTION day. The red candle shades and place
cards made of hearts engraven with
suitable verses and pictures of Cupid,
completed the decorations. The dinner was served in seven courses and
was greatly enjoyed by the following
Suggests Points to be Decided by the guests. Dr. and Mrs. G. T. Veal. Mr.
Board of Arbitration and Puts Furth- and Mrs. W. M. Reed, Capt, Barlow,
er Provision That Board Must be Un- Mr. and Mrs. G. M. Slaughter, and the
animous Appointees Have Not De- hostess and hostesses.
cided as to Whether They Will Accept.
The Shakespeare Club has arranged
for an afternoon of unusual pleasure
next Monday. Rev. K. McQueen Gray,
of Carlsbad, will address them at St.
Andrew's Hall on the subject of "MacThe city council met in adjourned beth." A limited number of invitasession at four o'clock Monday even- tions have been issued and fortunate
ing and adopted a resolution by which are those who are bidden.
tiiey select W. M. Atkinson as their
Count
entertained
man on the board of arbitration that
a few friends at tea at his apartments,
is to have the settlement of the much at
the Military Institute after parade
mooted ditch question. The resolution Sunday afternoon, the service coming
had some provisions that made it an
Guests were
the Gllkeson.
interesting document and also carried from
Messrs. and Mesdames Hamilton, Hurd
with it a suggested list of points to Chas. de Bremond, Wlllson, Mr. GreenMartini-Manci-

be decided.
E. A. Cahoon, the man selected by
the ditch company for this board to
day said to a Record reporter: "I
don't know whether I will serve on
the board of arbitration or not. I have
not had time to think about it. Have
not seen Mr. Atkinson and do not
know whether iie will consent to serve."
Mr. Atkinson and Mr. Cahoon will
have the choice of the thrid arbiter,
should they consent to serve on the
board.
The resolution adopted by the
council last evening as follows.
Memorandum of points to be Arbitra
ted between the City of Roswell and
the North Spring River Ditch Com
pany and the North Spring River
Center Ditch Company:
1. Is the city liable for any portion
of the expense of making the useless
tile, and if so, what proportion?
2. Who will be permanently charge
able with the duty of building and main
taining the bridges over the ditches
and keeping the water ways clean?
3.
What proportion, if any, when
and how shall the city pay for the cost

cementing the ditches?
4. What shall be a reasonable time
in which the work shall be executed?
5.
What bond shall be given for
the performance of the duties charg
ed by the arbitration commission?

ni

wood, Mr. Stockton.

Mr. and Mrs. W. G. Hamilton enter
tained Mr. and Mrs. Charles de Bre
mond and W. F. Greenwood entertained Mr. and Mrs. Harold Hurd and Mr.
Stockton at 1:30 dinner at The Gllkeson Sunday.
TO SANTA FE TO

TRY INJUNCTIONS.

Stoutemyer, an attorney for
the Government who has been In Roswell several days taking depositions,
left on the auto Monday for Santa Fe
where he and Major W. H. H. Llewellyn will represent the defendants in
the injunctions suits brought relative
to the diversion dam of the Rio Hondo
reservoir. Mr. Stoutemyer was accompanied by W. M. Reed, the first named
of the government officials who are
the nominal defendants in the cases.
Judge W. W. Gatewood left on
auto for Santa Fe to represent the
plaintiffs in the two cases. The hearing comes up before Judge Wm. H.
Pope, as presiding officer of the Fifth
Judicial District.
B. E.

to-day-

o

of

Delegates to Good Roads Convention.
President G. A. Richardson, of the
Commercial Club, has appointed the
following delegates to the territorial
Good Roads Convention, which will
be held in Santa Fe this week: C. L.
Resolution No. 24.
Ballard, Charles de Bremond, W. M.
Be it Resolved by the City Council Atkinson,
W. F. Greenwood and A. J.
of the City of Roswell in recess Graham. Mr. Ballard is probably t!ie
session convened, Monday, Febru- only one that will be able to
attend
ary 18, 1907:
and it is possible that he will be
1.
That the council this day con
from going.
curs in the selection of Mr. W. M. At
kinson, made by the mayor, as arbi
Stenographers wanted,
and
trator, in the issues between said city we must have them. We needed
can secure
ind the North Spring River Ditch Co.: positions for all. Learn aristography
and the North Spring River Center or shorthand. Shall we continue to
Ditch Company.
send East for stenographers, or will
2.
That this concurrence Is made the young people of Roswell take
with the understanding that the unani what is Justly theirs? Apply to
W.
mous verdict of the arbitrators shall P. B. College.
it
be entered on the records of the dis
o
trict court of the Fifth Judicial Dis
County Treasurer J. Smith Lea has
trict as judgment in the case now pend safely returned from a week's
visit In
ing, and from which there shall be no Santa Fe. Being known
an old timas
appeal, and
er, no efforts were made to frighten
!.
That upon the rendition of the him at the capital and he would not
verdict by such board of arbitration. have scared if they had.
and its entrance of record, and the
execution of bond as it shall provide,
Best to Plant Now.
all action of the city of Roswell
Now is the best time to plant
against said ditch companies shall be trees, before the roots begin
to
considered ended.
stow. R- - P. Cruse has all kinds
Passed this 18th day of February, :heap.
hindered

1907.

ATTEST:
FOR SALE:
10 acres nice land, al
FRED J. BECK, City Clerk.
most adjoining city limits on the
(SEAL)
north. $800. Inquire L. B. Smith
Approved by me this 18th day of
care Western Grocery Co.., Roswell.
February, 1907.
300tf.
J. W. STOCKARD,
Mayor City of Roswell. FOR SALE:
One cream colored
saddle pony. Apply at Patton &
CONDEMNED MAN
Gibbany's office.
300tl
ATTEMPTS SUICIDE.
.
o
City.
18.
Mo.,
Feb.
Kansas
Frank
The Social Circle meets this week
Hottman, under sentence with Mrs. with Mrs. McGaffey on Wednesday.
Aggie Myers for killing Clarence My
o
ers, the woman's husband, attempted
McGlashan, expert key fitter. Ma- suicide in the jail here this morning kin's.
w.;t
by stabbing himself in the breast. His
may
condition is serious, and be
die. FOR SALE:
Typewriter. Address
Box 531.
0t6
IN THE SOCIAL WORLD.
FOR RENT:
Room with board. 209
N. Pa.
0t3
Miss Its Odem gave a six o'clock din
ner Saturday evening to the following
Eighty acres, well Improved,
guests: Mrs. D. P. Greiner, Duford miles from court house, for sale i at
Greiner, Capt. McClure, Oapt. Lohman a bargain for a few days. Carlton
and Major Piers on. Mrs. T. M. Daniel & Bell.
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a

daily record
'

ROSWELL
'

DEMOCRATIC

IN POLITICS.

.Business Manager

C. E. MASON
GEORGE A. PUCKETT.

Hi

Entered If ay 19, 1 90S,

at

-

Editor

Brushes
....OF

Roawell, N. If ., under the Act or Contcrraa ol "March 3, 1H79

WORTH....

EDITORIAL THOUGHT
IN 80UTH WE8TERN PAPERS
It will do not good
to rail at the governor. He has the

ARE YOU FIGURING ON

A Pimm pi eg Plant?

support of the thinking men of the ter
ritory in his efforts to give New Mexico good government. Santa Fe Eagle.
a

There are Indications that the Antigambling law has been
Members of the legislature in favor
of prohibiting gambling are keeping
pretty quiet. Santa Fe Eagle.
-

side-tracke-

TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION.
Daily,
Daily.
Daily,
Daily,

Per Week
Per Montli
Per Month, (In Advance)
One Year (In Advance)

15c
60o
50c

,

that it is a piece
ure to use. Any
bristle &, price

$5.00

desired.

PUBLISHED DAILY EXCEPT SUNDAY BY RECORD PUBLISHING CO

MEMBER ASSOCIATED

PRESS.

Broken down, "busted" and kicked
The Kansas legislature is not the
that fears freedom of the out politicians from the states are
the fellows who have corrupted the
press.
natives of New Mexico. Some of these
Isn't It somewhat Incongruous that were Democrats back East, but graft
the Christian Scientists, who claim to before party had always been their
motto, and finding the Republican
, possess a "Key to trie scripiures,should relT on the doctrtaes of az- grafters In control here, they at
i nosticism in its defense?
once Joined tiie party that had charge
of the pie counter. The natives are
It is not a Democratic fight. No, more capable of advancement than
innocent bystanders are often the carpetbaggers and plunderers who
but
I
t hit by stray bullets, and the result have found asylum in the Territory.
of the Santa Fe fight will affect the The natives were honest, industrious,
and had a confidence almost childwhole people of the Territory.
like In the majesty of the American
plunderers
Speaking of band wagons. the government until the
came and taught them to sell Uieir
that each individual imagines himself votes to the highest bidder.
the whole band, and very few of them
As a Democrat, the Record editor
can ride on the same wagon or play
in high license and strict
believes
same
tune.
the
regulation of saloons but if there
la de Pecos Valley the saloon men is anything that would convert him
realize that they are geUing off easy temporarily into a Prohibitionist, it
with prohibition of gambling. There would be an effort of the saloon men
Is a very strong sentiment here ra to dominate political affairs and purfavor of cutting out the saloons as chase legislation in favor of licensed
gambling. Get the people once thor'well as gambling.
oughly aroused against the plan of
! Try to imagine, If you can, what the liquor dealers to defeat the
bill, and they will not stop
the world would be without the teachings of Christianity and then possi- until the saloons also are wiped out.
bly you may be able to get an idea of We do not know just how strong the
the most important influence In the sentiment may be in other portions
of the Territory, but this is a Texas
progress of civilization.
only one
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Representative Ruppe's bill for l
option may give the saloon men
a hint that they are treading on
gerous ground In opposing the
bill which
of the
is favored by the people.
lo-ca-

g

Treasurer Smith Lea, who
has Just returned from Santa Fe pronounces the present legislature the
best Republican assembly the Terri
tory ever had "It hasn't done a thing,
and consequently Sias done verry little
harm."
County

,

The Mexicans of the .Territory are
unfortunate in Slaving received their
impressions of American government
from rotten teachers. The Republican
politicians from the states, not the
'natives, are to blame for bad govern
ment in New Mexico.

j

The old slogan of the departed Pop
ulist party. "AGITATE and EDU
CATE," might be a good war cry for
che opponents of gambling to take
up in New Mexico just now. Let the
I

U

jl
1

If the legislature fails to do its duty.
et the voice of the people again be
hmrri at Ah a nnlk

f
yi

The only true friends of the natives
i n New Mexico are the men who tell
hem the plain truth that they must
1
iducate and prepare themselves for
I he responsibilities of American citi-!; unship, else continue slaves to a gang
f grafters who call themselves Re- l ublican8. but who axe in fact com-! josed of the worst elements from all
tarties.
if

Robbery, burglary and larceny are
Vetty crimes In which any common
pafer may engage but graft and
mbezzhement require official position,
octal station, confidential relation l
Ad political influence. Grafters are
jlected by the votes of the people
grhom they despoil, and naturally they
feel that they are not subject to the
lame laws as common criminals who
ave no license.

.'

The Record's correspondents at the
apital have confined themselves
lainly to a simple statement of the
ewe. They have commented freely
n public measures, but have not in-ulged in mere personal criticism, bo
hat we really have little fear of them
eing excluded from the galleries. If
ae Republicans want to throw each
ther out, that lsnt exactly our fight,
we are Interested spectators.
The Record wants to hire a job
inter. We don't want htm for a pet.
to work, and will pay flop wages.
fhe .more he knows about printing
be better. Permanent situation for
who can deliver the goods. Open
op, no union in town, and we do
ot care anything about what lodge
Jmrch or other organization the man
elongs to If he can handle the work.
ooze and cigarettes barred, at least
iag working hoars.
The Record believes that even the
loon men of RowweTl are superior
j
the men who are fighting the
bill at Santa Fe. They pay
license of two thousand dollars a
ear each, comply with the Sunday
iw, and deir places are as clean and
rderly as would be expected fa sawn anywhere, except perhaps In
.agland where the number of licenses
upervia-i Ji spited and goverm-Kia- t
more complete.
anti-kmblin-

g

.

a

and everybody

knows

what iiappens to the saloons when
they try to dictate legislation in the
Lone Star State.
The lower house of the legislature
has voted to exclude the correspondent
of the Albuquerque Journal from the
floor and galleries, for criticising that
honorable body, or rather for telling
the truth about the proceedings. We
presume that the Record correspondent will be kicked out next, but we
shall continue to publish the news
from the capital just the same, and
no doubt the Journal will also be a
warmer publication than before. We
cannot do justice to the subject today.
But the proof is now complete that
a Russian press censorship is what
the old gang stands- for. Heretofore
they have controlled and dictated all
correspondence sent out from Santa
Fe, but at this session, not only the
Daily Record and the Daily Journal,
but all the Democratic weekly papers
of tile Territory, have independent
representation in gathering the real
news of the capital. The Journal is a
Republican paper, but it has been doing good service for the people in
printing things the public is entitled
to know. No man ever feared publicity
save one whom publicity would
A QUESTION OF WORK.
All useful work is honorable. But
for some reason which nobody but a
woman can understand, many girls
who really need the money they might
earn absolutely refuse to do house
work, and prefer to crowd men out
of their jobs at something else. Re
cently a gentleman seeking a girl
heard of a' family with two or three
grown daughters, living in a tent,
near town, and thought it would be
kindness to offer one of them a
place in his household to assist his
daughter In her work. The man of
the tent was absent, doing some kind
of teaming or other common labor at
which he makes probably forty dollars
a month. The mother of the girls,
however, threw up her hands in hor-

ror, and asserted that her husband
"would never let one of his daughters work, out." None of the girls appeared to be very well dressed ia
fact they were described as "ragged,"
and the probability is that they knew
very little about housekeeping or
cookery. It might have been of great
advantage to any one of them to be
taken into a comfortable home where
she would have an opportunity to
learn from a lady who did not feel
above doing her own work if necessary. It would have relieved the

At The
Candy Store
:

You will find a nice lot "of
fresh Ciindy, just from the
.kitchen. Don't the following sound like it would be

good?
"Turkish Nougat."
"Yankee Toast."
"Cocoannt Drops."
"Cocdanut Brittle."

Candy Store
Kioling's-

Growing at a Rapid Rate.
A census of Texico, Roosevelt
county, taken last week, gives the
town a population of 1,077. A year
ago at this time it did not 'have 300 in
habitants. Five years ago the county
did not have a thousand people, and
there are men living who remember
the day when the entire Pecos Valley
counted ks inhabitants only by the
hundreds. Truly, New Mexico is grow
ing at a rapid pace and its people are

the pioneers of a splendid

-

THEN WE CAN INTEREST YOU.

Albuquerque

common-

Citizen.

father of a burden, too.
But what's the use discussing such
a question? Most men are willing to
work at any. kind of a job they can
find. Then why should a woman refuse to work at the very employment
in which woman finds her chief mission, as a housekeeper?
The worst two crimes in the world
are idleness and cruelty.
hard-worke-

d

Something Will Happen.
Almost every paper in the territory
is making a strong and persistent fight
for a law for the suppression of gambling. The fact that the territory has
and does grant licenses .to carry on
this most useless, and vicious of ail
callings, Is a blight on our civilization.
New Mexico has an
set of
people and if this law is not passed
something will happen to the set of
A CHANGE NEEDED.
It is popular belief, founded upon solons who are now holding down the
more or less sound reason that the jobs at Santa Fe. Urton Record.
legislators are sent to the capitol once
in a while to do the will of the peo- CONGRESS CONSIDERING
IMMIGRATION BILL.
ple in the enactment of laws. If this
Washington, Feb. 18. The house
belief can with any justice be held concerning the present legislature of the soon after convening today began the
of the conference re
territory, that body will not hesitate consideration
port upon the immigration bill, which
in the matter of passing some law
was
to by the senate Saturday.
that will insure the placing of compe- Afteragreed reading
the
of the report Burtent educators in the office of county
nett
a point of or
Alabama
made
of
schools superintendent.
The people
against
provision, which
der
the
first
realize the crying absurdir of permit- undertakes to regulate
the incoming
ting this important office to be filled of Japanese coolies by giving
the Preby men of all grades of intelligence
sident authority to refuse to recogand of all trades and professions. It nize
their passports, and also against
may be said, "Well, the people have
whole
the
of section 42, having rela
the power of electing superintendents, tion to air space in vessels bringing
why don't they elect the right kind of immigrants
to the United States. The
men for the place." It is very well speaker
decided against the point and
known that many of the counties of Burnett appealed.
The chair was supthe territory are so fully dominated ported, r96 to 104.
by political machines that the people
have very little voice in the nominaCongress to Annull Law.
tion of candidates. Slates are fixed
The House Committee on Territories
by a few leaders before any convention has adopted a report recommending
is held and the man who has the poli- the passage of the House resolution
tical pull gets the office. Some of the providing for disapproval by Congress
counties, it is true elect good men for of the act passed by the Legislature
superintendents, and in such cases of New Mexico to prevent persons,
the progress of the public schools receiving injuries) through careless
There ness of railroads and other corpora
has been decidedly marked.
can be no doubt but it is a waste of tions in the Territory of New Mexico,
money to fill the office with men who from receiving any damages therefor.
know nothing of public school work This act was vetoed by the Governor
The only way to insure good men is of New Mexico, but was passed over
to enact legislation fixing the qualifi the veto by the Legislature.
cations of the official.
The law works an injustice on the
people of the Territory and the Fed
FACING THE FACTS.
eral Government is doing a good and
The New Mexican, as usual, mis- proper deed by knocking it out. Item
quotes the Record in saying that we ing Graphic.

The International Engine
Is of the very LATEST ami SIMPLEST construction. A great point where you are compelled
on help that is continually eharigii-gBesides, the horse-powe- r
regulates the price.
Now, you may take any engine made barring: none and load it to a stand still. We will
set an INTERNATIONAL, same horse-powe- r,
beside it, .ind if we don't move the load we
lose the installation; if we do, you buy the INTERNATIONAL.
We have the pump to
match the engine. Come and talk it over.

to rely

i

.

W. P. Lewis Hardware Co
Pioneers of Fair Prices.

Owe Nothing to Foraker.

The Citizen does not attempt to
pass upon the merits or demerits of
the bill for the creation of the new
county of Foraker, leaving that mat
ter to the legislature, which can thoro
ughly inform itself in the' matter.
However, The Citizen objects to the
name on both general and specific rea
sons. Why give a county the name or
an individual when there is such an
abundance of beautiful and appropriate
Indian and Spanish terms among
which to make choice? And this objection applies to Garfield, Quay and
a number of like character. The specific reason is that New Mexico owes
nothing whatever to the name or services of Senator Foraker. New Mexico would be a state today, had he not
inflicted upon us the outrage of having
our political status determined withare crying for- a "government for the IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF out our consent by a handful of Arizowhite people." But let it go at that,
CHAVES COUNTY, NEW MEXICO na voters. Albuquerque Citizen.
since the purpose of the misquotation City of Roswell to the
New England Dog Show.
Vse and Benefit of L.
goes to prove that the New Mexican's
B. Craig, Plaintiff.
Boaton, Feb. 19. With hundreds
only hope is to arouse race prejudice
No. 1038. of thoroughbred dogs entered, the anvs.
in the men who have heretofore been Charles F. Bryant,
nual bench show of the New England
bought and sold, voted and used to
Defendant.
By virtue and authority of an execu Kennel Club opened today and will
carry out the schemes of the old gang
issued out of the office of the last four days. Dog fanciers from all
of grafters. But we also are crying tion
Clerk of the District Court in and for
for good government for Mexicans Chaves County, New Mexico, and to the New England states are here and
negroes and Indians as well as white me directed in the above case, and there is every prospect of an unprecemen. Intelligent, educated and hon being number 1038 on the docket of dented attendance.
Court, I have levied upon
est Mexicans, too. are crying for good said
seized
the following described real
Figure with B. F. Smith when you
government, and for the release of
situated in the City of Roswell, want buggy painting. Phone 176. 7tf
their illiterate and simpler brethren County of Chaves and Territory of
from slavery and fear of the blackest New Mexico, and have charged the
gang of political freebooters that ever same with the lien under the execution in the said cause and judgment,
terrorized any state or territory of dated January
30th. 1907, for the sum
the Union. The worst enemies of the of $126.25, being the debt, damages,
Mexican population are the men who interest, and $19.40 costs of suit
LAWYER
take advantage of their simplicity to together with interest thereon from
l&th.
corrupt the government of the Terri- January 30th, 1907, until March
1907 at the rate of twelve per cent.
Roswell, N, M.
Garst B'ld'g.
tory .Let us face the facts. There is per
annum;
uot number 1,
a class of voters In New Mexico who block number 7, of Sparks' Addition
are bought and sold like sheep but to the City of Roswell. as shown on
now on file
it is not these men we blame for bad the plat of said AdditionClerk
and
of Probate
government. It is the men who, in in the office
Recorder of Chaves County,
R.
LUND
stead of teaching the natives the du New Mexico.
And I will, on the 16th day of March
ties and responsibilities of American
LAWYER
citizenship, keep them in ignorance 1907 between the hours of ten and
said
of
forenoon
o'clock in the
Specialty nining Law
and terror so .that the grafters may eleven
day. in front of the front door of the
Navajo Block. - - 324 N. Main.
continue in control. Until the natives Court House in the City of Roswell,
are freed from the influence of such County of Chaves, Territory of New
men and taught to use their power Mexico, sell to the highest ana Dest
for good government. New Mexico bidder for cash in hand, the property above described, to satisfy said exDORMANT ROSEBUSHES
will never be given statehood, nor ecution
and accruing costs.
does she deserve it. The United
At
C. L. BALLARD.
States Is somewhat more important Tu5t.
Sheriff.
ALAMEDA GREEN HOUSES.
than the Territory of New Mexico,
Telephone 184.
NOTICE OF SHERIFF SALE.
and the people of this Territory must
By virtue and authority of an ex
bring themselves up nearer to Ameri- ecution issued from the office of the
can, ideals before they can expect to clerk of the District Court in and for
be entrusted with a fair share in the Chaves County, Territory of New Mex
W. C Held.
and to me, directed wherein T.
J. M. Hervey.
heritage of American
freedom and ico,
L. Carothers is plaintiff and Andrew
Independence.
Olson is defendant being suit number
Reid & Hervey
999 on the docket of said court. I
Public Printing Graft.
LAWYERS
have levied upon and seized the fol
charged
There does not appear to be any lowing described chattels
Room 9. Texas Block. Phone sai
good reason why the tax payers of with the lien of an mortgage and
therein dated 14 day of De
New Mexico should pay the New Mex- judgment
cember. 1906, for the sum of $210.00
ican Printing Company from two to and interest and attorneys fees for
five times what public printing is $21.00 and for costs thereon. Said
worth, simply because the New Mexi- property described as follows:
One wagon, complete.
can is the mouthpiece of the gang.
One McCormlck- mowing machine
Most of the people of New Mexico
SPECIALIST.
One bay horse 4 years old. un brand
are opposed to graft and, if the present ed, about 17 hands high.
EAR, NOSE & THROAT.
EYE
One sarrel horse unbranded, 9 years Office Hours: 9 to 12 a. m. 2 to 4 p.
legislature voices the sentiments of
hands high.
,
the people, it will abolish the office of old,One15 gray
mare unbranded, 9 years m. Office: Oklahoma Block
public printer, providing for letting old, with wire fence cut on left hind
, "
the public printing v by contract, and leg.
I wfll on the 13 day of March, 1907,
thus save the tax payers thousands
11 o'clock a. m., at the door of the
of dollars annually. We do not believe at
court house in said county and Terripayers
many
tax
would
of
the
that
tory sell at public auction . for cash
Object to a reduction of the tax rate to the highest bidder the property
for territorial purposes to what it was above described to satisfy Bald exe GROCERIES HAY AND
ten years ago, that is to say about cution and cost.
GRAIN
C. L. BALLARD,
half the average rate for the past five
Sheriff Chaves County N. M. Phone 220,
and flo.
' TuSt.
years. Santa Fe Eagle.
By O. Z. ITNLET, Deputy.

ioo ACRES

I

Watertight Land,

Hondo

acres in alfalfa.

40

This land

can be had for a few

days at

$35.00 per acre.
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Carlton & Bell

303 NORTH riAIN ST., ROSWELL, N. M.

es-sta-

Phone No. 35

H. I. NOWLAN

Get Our Estimates on Bills

Kemp Lumber Co
Whol esale and Retail Dealers in

to-wi- t;

Lumber

E

Dr. T. E. Presley

i

-

The very best grades. We will satisfy you
Come and inspect our stock.

A

.

5th

times.

NEW LOT OF

BASE BALL GOODS
HAS JUST ARRIVED
Our line of Base Ball Goods is the most complete line in
town. Those wishing: such would do well to come in and examine our stock. Base Ball Bats, Gloves, flasks and everything else a base ball man needs.

Jewelry Co.

I Roswell Drug &
,

'

F. DIVERS, Pres.

EMMETT PATTON, V.

Pre..

ED.

S.

GIBBANV,

Reliable a Abstracts
reliable, credible history

Your abstract should be

.

E. B. STONE

at

,

of

land, prepared by competent faithful men. Ours
Jour 20
years of experience behind them and are by law
admitted in all the courts of the Territory as evidence of
the facts therein.

Roswell Title & Trust Co.
INCORPORATED.

Phone 330.

j

OFFICE OYER CITIZENS NATIONAL BANK

7
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Uves and as Qe' New Mexican said
will become law. We absolutely need
new buildings..' The 'want of these has
hampered the advance, and growth of
the New Mexico Military Institute
very much. Especially great is the
need of a new academic building; had
we such a one the regents could take
the building now used for academic

i:u.lUiii

",ii'"i

dm vm;

granted municipal
1901 Norway
suffrage and New York local suffrage
Speeches will' be made by many pro
v
on tax questions.
minent officials of the 'order.
1902 Australia granted full nation
Des Moines, la Feb. 19. More than
al suffrage to women.
100 hard ware ; dealers from all parts
1903 Kansas granted bond suffrage
of Iowa are here for the annual ses
and Tasmania full suffrage to women.
sion of the ' State- Hardware Dealers'
1905 Queensland gave full
state
Association, which opened here today
suffrage and Natal municipal suffrage
The meeting will last three days.
purposes and turn it Into barracks.
Minneapolis, Minn., Feb. 19. The
to women.
1906 Finland granted full national
Upon the passage of the bill in Con
Minnesota grand lodge of the Ancient
gress validating the action 'of the New
suffrage to women and made them eli
Order of United Workmen opened its
MEETING.HELD TODAY AT MACON
COUNTY TREASURER LEA TELLS Mexico Assembly, I am sure that the PULLMAN COMPANY TRYING TO annual session, in Minneapolis today ANNUAL CONVENTION OF THE gible to all offices.
NATIONAL WOMAN SUFEVADE ORDER OF TEXAS RAIL
GEORGIA, TO 8ECURE
Territory will be able to sell the bonds
o
with several hundred members of the
OF THE PROSPERITY AND
FRAGE ASSOCIATION
ROAD COMMISSION.
Excursion for Panama.
IMMIGRANTS.
at a handsome rate and from the pro
order in attendance.
GROWTH OF VALLEY.
CLOSES
Chicago, 111., Feb. 19. About thirty
ceeds the .buildings that will be nee
Syracuse, N. Y., Feb. 19. About 500
members of the Chicago Chamber of
essary should be erected although
delegates are In attendance at the an
commerce will take part in the excur
fear that the amount will not be suffi
nual convention of the New York Re- sion to Panama arranged by the trade
cient and our people would greatly
tall Hardware Dealers' Association,
bodies of Chicago, Boston," St. Louis,
like and would fully apreciate an apwhich opened today and will continue
MEN THERE
and
M ANY SETTLERS ARRIVING propriation of $15,000 by the present FRATERNAL CONVENTIONS through Friday.
The start will be
THE LAST SEVENTY YEARS made Clncinnnatl.. and
oc
will
trip
the
Assembly for the construction of the
Providence, R. I., Feb. 19. The An
cupy fcae time until March 12.
The
buildings absolutely necessary at the
clent Order of United Workmen of
western excursionists will join the
a
Rhode Island are holding their annual
Institute. I have talked to number
Bostonians at Charleston, S. C, where
conclave here today.
of the Councilmen and members of
they will board the Prince Joachim. Noted . Politicians, Merchants and
I
find
and
the
senti
House
Milwaukee,
Wis.,
19. The
that
Feb.
the
Elks Attend Chicago Benefit Concert
People from Northern Central States ment is very favorable
and friendly to MississiDoi Masons in 8ession. K Grand lodges of the Mansonic fraterni A Report Presented to the Convention The schedule arranged contemplates Manufacturers in Attendance- - The
Taking Up Land and Buying Farms our educational institution of which
Supply of Labor in the State is
P. Grand Lodge Meeting at Wash ties of Wisconsin began their anual Shows the Progress of the Move- the arrival of the ship at San Juan
New Buildings Need we are justly proud and which is a
and Homes.
meeting here today, with more than ment Throughout the World During on next Monday, at Ponce a day later Scarce, and Plans are Being Laid to
' ed
for the Military Institute. Hi credit to the entire Territory. I have ington.
Colon,
on
2.
March
Twelve
600 Masons from all over the states
Secure Immigration from the Better
That Period. Kentucky First Al and at
Views on County Division.
hours will be spent at Colon. On the Classes of European Laborers.
done all the work I possibly could to
in attendance.
lowed Limited Suffrage.
return trip a stop of nineteen .hours
obtain pledges for an additional apOmaha, Neb., Feb. 19. The Inter-will be made at Kingston, Jamaica,
propriation but cannot say that I have
Synodical Foreign Missionary eonven
the scene of the recent earthquake,
received absolute assurance. Still the
tlon opened here today with promi
Dallas. Tex., Feb. 19. Arguments nent religious workers from many
Five hours will be spent at Santiago
situation looks very bright and I hope
com
and two days at Havana. The party
case
railroad
of
Texas
in
the
the
.that
of
our
states In attendance. The meeting
friends and the friends
J. Smith Lea, treasurer and
Chicago, Feb. 19. The Thirty-nintMacon, Go., Feb. 19. What promis
is expected to return to Charleston on
Assembly
Palace
against
generally,
mission
education
Pullman
the
in
will
Thursday
the
evening.
last
until
cio collector of Chaves County, reach
es
to be the greatest and most enthusannual convention of the National Am March 12, after a journey of 5,660
out of It will help us to obtain Car Company will be heard by Judge
ed the city yesterday from Roswell on and
forbidding
tipping,
miles.
Suffrage
Rules
Woman
have
association
erican
iastic Immigration meeting ever held
Edward R. Meek of the United States KNIGHTS OF PYTHIAS
something about Legislative doings. what we desire.
been adopted and will be rigorously in the South opened today in the audiattor
in
on
which
Division.
The
been
BANQUET
court
Views
County
here
session
since
circuit
has
official business and also to .earn
enforced on the trip.
"As to county division and the cre neys for the Pullman concern secured
torium, with hundreds of
farmers,
The members of Damon Lodge, No. last Thursday, closes tonight. At the
He returned home this evening via
o
I have an order from the court restraining
county
Artesia;
of
of
the
ation
15, Knignts or pytnias, will comme final meeting addresses will be be
fruit growers, lumber and mill men,
the Santa Fe Central railway and the lived long enough in the Pecos Valley the
National
Motor
Boat
Show.
railroad commission from enforcing
made by Dorothy Dix of Louisiana on
Automobile line from .Torrance so
New York, Feb. 19. Everything Is turpentine operators and representa
to say without egotism that I am pret- its order that the corporation reduce morate the 44th anniversary of .their Woman's Lack
of Backbone;" Caro In
Roswell. Treasurer Lea Is one of the
readiness at Madison Square Gar tives of state and municipal commerty well acquainted with its conditions, its rates in Texas. The commission lodge tonight by giving an entertain- line Lexow
oldest settlers of what is known as resources and people. I think that our
of New York, Harriet Up
restraining
to
order
ment
a
seeks
this
at
by
have
Hall,
Castle
followed
den
for the formal opening this even- cial bodies in attendance. Many men
ton Taylor of Warren, O., and the Rev.
the Pecos Valley In New Mexico and people generally will be willing to give
aside.
set
In
Pullman
The
reduction
banquet at The Shelby Hotel.
All Anna Howard Shaw of Swarthmore, ing of the National Motor Boat show, from other southern states who are Inyears ago.
came to Roswell twenty-sipeople of what is called the Ar rates demanded by the commission is Knights
the
expected
president of the association. which win be held under the patron terested in the labor and Immigration
depuare
years
Penn.,
was
and
their
a
ladies
For a number of
he
new
a
as
problems are among the visitors.
to
wishes
per
Although
section
their
or
tesia
20
cent.
the
about
ty sheriff of Lincoln County, there county
sessions were devoted to the age of the National Association of En Among
as soon as public opinion is der of the commission went into ef to be in attendance and the event consideration
the prominent men who are
reports
a
confer
of
and
after engaged in sheep raising and in satisfied
gine Boat manufacturers. AH of the Invited, several of whom are here now
done. This fect on February 1, the Pullman com will be a memorable one. Following ence on
it
should
be
that
membership.
A
one
Increase of
of the
mercantile pursuits. He is
is the menu that will be served at the
point in my opinion has not yet been pany is still charging the old rates.
exhibits are now in place and a priv and will deliver addresses, are Frank
best known citizens of the section and
hotel, the order of ceremonies at Cas- summary of the progress of the move
and" I believe it will be for the
Sargent, national Immigration com
19. The convention
York,
reached
New
Feb.
ate view was afforded to the members
seventy
years
during
ment
last
the
from the date of his arrivel there has
tle Hall and the speakers of the ban
even
concerned,
all
Newspaper
Interests
Oscar S .Strauss, secretary
best
missioner;
Publish
of
of
the
American
was presented. It shows that Ken- of the motor boat club of America and
done yeoman work In its advancement
Artesia people were haste be made ers' Association was called to order quet:
was the first state to allow lim the American Power Boat association of Commerce and labor; Governor el
tucky
and growth.
were no favor- this morning at the Waldorf Astoria
Being thoroughly acquainted with slowly In the case and
ited suffrage to women. Chronologi this afternoon. More than 100 exhibi ect Hoke Smith, Governor Joseph M.
MENU
bill providing for hotel, with more than 200 delegates
the
able
action
of
Terrill, Thomas E. Watson and T. G.
cally arranged, the summary is as folconditions, Mr. Lea was asked by
Blue Points
tors have been awarded room, the ex Hudson, commissioner of agriculture
representative of the New Mexican the creation of the county of Artesia present. The membership of the asso Celery
lows:
Olives
Pickles
immigration of Georgia. The del
taken at this time. Should the Terri ciation includes the publishers of lead
1838 Kentucky granted school suf hibits completely covering the main and
about his section of New Mexico .Said tory
Boullion
egates will be given a smoker by the
be made a state within the next ing daily papers throughout this coun
- Roast Turkey with Dressing
frage
with children of floor, the elevated platform and the
widows
to
he:
two years, I hope that there will be try and Canada.
Macon chamber of commerce this ev
The meeting will
school age.
concrete hall of the garden.
Prosperity on Every Hand.
Cranberry Sauce
proviso in the constitution providing last three days and many addresses
a
ening. The principal business of the
'
While
1850 Ontaria granted suffrage to
ostensibly
show,
motor
"The Counties of Chaves. "Eddj and that whenever
a
boat
Tongue
Ham
and wherever there Is will be delivered on newspaper topics.
will be transacted
Roosevelt are prospering as never be- a
it is a fact a complete nautical exhibi convention
Cabbage Slaw all women, both married and single.
Potato Salad
Territory
suf
has
Chicago,
row,
III.,
in
19.
section
of
the
final
that
when
Hundreds
Feb.
consideration will be
1861 Kansas granted school suff tion, so numerous are the accessories
fore in their history and great batches ficient taxable wealth to properly supPunch
Elks from Illinois. Indiana and Wis
rage to all women.
on exhibition, and which are adapted given to the plans for increasing immi
of newcomers are a daily event. The port a county government
Cake
Fruit
and has the consin are here today to attend the
gratlon submitted by the executive
1862 Sweden gave municipal suf to other styles of crafts besides motor
Santa Fe Railway system is running necessary population, new
Assorted Nuts
counties
hippodrome and concert to be given
of the Georgia Immigration
committee
boats. Canoes of all types' and sizes
excursions twice a week from Kansas should
Coffee frage to all women.
Milk
be created out of such sec- this evening and
evening Tea
Association.
a
are
City and Chicago via Amarillo, Texas,
granted
1S67.
feature.
New South Wales
tions, provided a majority of all tax- by the Chicago Elks for the benefit
According to the report of the execu
Among the motor boats on exhibi
municipal suffrage to all womea.
to our counties and these bring many payers
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granted
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to
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which
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of. This view Is very prevalent thro-ou- t has been converted into a typical hip Master of Ceremonies, E. M. Fisher.
grants
last year and it is stated that
suffrage to single women and widows, der from the designs of famous naval
considerable number remain and
the Pecos Valley and is one of podrome for the occasion, a large ring Music
Orchestra.
Wyoming gave full suffrage to all architects. All of the big and little there need be no limit in the increase
and
either purchase property or enter
the reasons why we want no change and two stages occupying the main Invocation
J. J. Williamson women.
racing boats which have won impor this year If the farmers, mill men and
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not floor. Some of the best circus and Address on Pythlanlsm
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debelieve
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Illinois, Iowa and Indiana and other
1871 West Australia gave munici- tant speed contests during the past manufacturers are sincere in their
hurt the people of Artesia and sur vaudeville performers of the country
Dr. E. M. Fisher. pal suffrage to all women.
year are on exhibition, including boats mand for white immigrants to replace
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money which they put tat our banks
1879 Massachusetts granted school and gold lace to the occasion.
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business trip to . Sweetwater, Texas,
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12X.
expecting to be gone two weeks.
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night on a week' business trip.
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FOR THE NEXT

The mule team of Hiram Arthur ran
away on North Main street at tea o'
clock Monday morning, having taken
fright at a piece of paper that was
blown down the street. They were
caught before doing any damage. Mr.
Arthur is the farmer who recently
bought the Gishwiller place east of
town.

0 DAYS

1

FOR LOCAL

offer 20 Per Gent Discount
on Wall Paper to make room for
new goods.

OPTION

Illustrated songs Majestic tonight
10c.

THE DANIEL DRUG CO

RUPPE

INTRODUCES A BILL PRO

returnea Monday on VIDING FOR IT, IN THE LEGISLATURE YESTERDAY.
the auto from Chicago,, having come
on the Rock Island to Torrance. He
has been at Chicago attending the in
ternational Automobile Convention,
where he picked up many new ideas
in motor making and management that
BILL
will be of use to him in his duties as AO ANTI -- GAMBLING
chief machinist of the Roswell Auto
M. S. Walton

-

Pecos Valley Lumber Co
200 South Main

mobile Company.

Phone

175.
stock of LUMBER,
The largest and most
PAINT, GLASS and WALL PAPER in the City.
up-to-da-

te

Wholesale & Retail.

Furnished,

Estimates

j

Dr. C. E. Lukens ritnrned Monday
morning from ' California, where he
in the
took his fami'i- - for an extended visit Spiess Introduces Another One
the
With
Do
Away
Council
Would
for his 3011' health. He left the famiPublic Printer The Correspondent
ly at Azsus.i. California, aid his son
Excludwas practically recovered from his of the Albuquerque Journal
ed From the House Another Vetoattack of sca'Jei. tever. Dr. Lukens
will be here and in this part of the
territory some time.

Pictures all week at Majestic.
looking after interests of the Roswell
Marble works.

J. Chester, of Jacksboro, Texas, who
has been here several days lookin;
after the estate of his brother, the
George Foreman returned on the au- late John Chester, who committed sui
to Sunday from a trip to Torrance, cide here last winter, left Monday
Estancia and other points in the
morning for his home. The leceased
Valley.
had two valuable pieces of land in
the Pecos Valley, one of 160 acres and
Mr. and Mrs. W. G. Polsgrove return the otber of 80 acres.
ed last night from a six weeks' pleasure trip through Missouri, Kansas and
The famous "Woolard" books o'
all over Texas.
Toasts,
"Good
Fellowship" and
"Beauties of Friendship," silk and
poW. F. Ferguson has accepted a
leather bindings, only 50c and
sition as passenger brakeman for ConBook Store.
ductor Frank McDaniel, on the
run.
See a good picture show Majestic
tonight.
R. P. Craigo, of the Record's job
department, went to Hagerman MonMartha Washington reception
day morning to see the town. He re- andThesupper
to be given Friday even
turned this morning.
ing In the rear of the IT. S. Market
o
building by the Presbyterian ladies
Tom Malone, of Amarillo came up will be
the big social event of the
from Hagerman Monday morning for week.
99tf
a short visit, after spending Sunday
with homefolks.
The Roswell City Band, under Capt.
Jack
Fletcher, will give an open air
E. O. Deen returned to his home in concert
at 1)'ie Persbyterian ladies
Lakewood last night after spending Martha Washington
and sup
buying
a4Iay here while
three horses per Friday evening. reception
are
invited
All
from C. "J. Franks.
All feature pictures Majestic to
Johnnie Washington returned .Ion night 10c.
day morning from a stay of several
days at points down the valley, includ
Petitions For
Law.
ing Hagerman and Lake Arthur.
Petitions addressed to Albert J. Bev- eridge, chairman of the Senate comR. E. Johnson ,of Atlanta Mo., arriv mittee on Territories urging the pas
ed Monday with a carload of house- sage in the U. S. Senate of the Little-hold goods and went to Artesia to join field
Law and address
his family in making their home.
ed to the House and Council of the
New Mexico Legislature, urging the
Mr. and Mrs. W. A. Moore are re passage- of the Cameron
son
at
a
joicing over the arrival of
bill; have been prepared by the Good
their home. Mr. Moore is a popular Government League and left at The
Breman on the P. V. & N. E. railroad
Record office for the good citizens to
sign.
All who consider themselves in
Merman Bos, Peter Bos, and. Andrew Hdy were up from Iike Arthur this class are requested to call and
Mond.iy making proi.f for commuta perform this duty toward good govern
tion on a ciam fcel.l by l,;,ter Bos ment.
near Laka Ari!..r. '
FOR SALE. 2 dozen young barred
Plymouth Rock Hens. 'Phone 352,
J. Slater, of New York arri v,ed last
Hillcrest Ranch, Military Heights.
night on a business visit with A. J
20tf.
Hill. He represents his father Chas.
G. Slater, the well known wool buyer
Moving pictures Majestic tonight.
-

See our

5

and

10c

counters. Makin

Rakes, Spades and Hoes at Makin's.
Boellner, the
cheaper.

Uowu-.an- .

it

37tf

L

Eyes tested free at
Jeweler and Optician.
O.

has

Jeweler,

B. Boellner,
88tf

of lv-.--

was in

.

on bvs.nes.T.

town M

left Monday morning for
Carlsbad on a business trip.
C. D. Dilley

Curg Johnson went to his sheep
camp at Elkins this morning.
Dr. E. H .Norton left Monday on the
automobile on a business trip to Santa
Fe.
Guy Stapp went to Hagerman Sunday night on a few days prospecting

trip.
E. A. Clayton came up from Artesia
Monday morning for a short business
Tlsit.
Mrs. Frank McDaniel. of Carlsbad
is spending a few days with friends
in Roswell.
L. W. Goodell was up from Dexter
Monday looking after business and

visiting friends.

.

7- -0

$1.00.-Ingersoll'-

Anti-Gambli-

Anti-Gambli-

-

Jim Hamilton is able to be on the
sLfeets again after spending four days
In bed with grip.
Misses Ida Ditmore and Cora Shenk
left Monday morning on a visiting trip

to Portales.
Frank Pearce went to Artesia last
night to"remain about a week looking
after business.

10c

Anti-Gambli-

J. T. Patrick and A. S. Butler, of Ar
we.here M on Jay looking after of New York.
10c
business matters.
Mrs. J. T. Evans came in yesterday
W. R. Cummins Is able to be out from a two weeks' visit with her daugh
again after a two weeks' Illness with ter, Mrs. Maud Coe. of Glencoe. and
grip and rheumatism.
went to her home at Alellan last eve
ning.
man,
who
has
L. C. Cox, a traveling
been here several days left Monday
Mr. and Mrs. James C. Lane, of As
morning far Artesia.
toria, Illinois, who have been here for
THEATRE
G. A. Brink, of Chicago, arrived Sun three months for Mrs. Lane's health
F. C. NELMS, - Manager
day night for a visit wira Bernard Gun left last night for El Paso, from where
go
they
will
Arizona.
to
eul, mother and sister.
TWO SHOWS DAILY"
and
W. I. Ackerman, an
District Attorney J. M. Hervey teft
Monday morning for Chicago on a ten former. athletic trainer, came up from
p. m.
Dexter Monday morning to secure sup
'days' business trip.
plies for an athletic exhibition he will
J. M. Ground returned to his home give in Dexter Wednesday night.
EnIn Hagerman last night after spending
Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Cnenault, of
on
business.
a day here
Denton, 111., arrived Sunday for a visit
Week
They
Monday from of three months in Roswell.
W. T. ChrUtla.1
as
last night on a trip as far south
Of
Carls and expects to make tils- fu left
Carlsbad, to see the valley, but will
ture home in Roswell.
days.
In
return
a few

tesii.

-

Majestic
--

7d5 and 8jl5

Program For
tire

.

ar-:- -l

Feb.

o
Mr. and Mrs. J. E. Mitchell have a
J. W. Tufcnett c:i"i.' u r m Artesia
fine new baby girl at their home in Monday
to spen the day
the east part of the city.
accom
looking a ter business Ife
fcis daughter. Miss Nelpanied here-bH. D. Dodge and W. H. Smith went lie Turknett, who came to resume her
to Frio Monday morning to look after
1

studies at the Woolverton business

Song.

co'-leg-

by the

Overture.
Rehearsing a Play.
Indian Revenge.
Exit March.

--

ADMISSION

lOcts.

'

to" remain three or four days the music

"In the Village

Cross Country.
Song. "Sweetest Girl in Dixie."
Dog Detective.'

-

No Reserved Seats

.

.

-

,

For the Children
two
Matinees Mon. and
Sat 3 p. m.
;

M

-

Special to The Daily Record.
Santa Fe, N. M., Feb. 18. The Gov
ernor vetoed the amended council bill
providing for the filling of vacancies
in county offices by the county commissioners.
Spiess introduced a bill in the coun
cil to prohibit gambling. The bill provides a penalty of not less than one
hundred and not more than five hundred dollars fine and imprisonment in
the county jail not less than six
months for violating the law.
The house met at three o'clock.
Ruppe introduced a bll .repealing the
sections of the Compiled Laws pro
viding for a public printer. HE ALSO
INTRODUCED A BILL PROVIDING
FOR LOCAL OPTION IN NEW
MEXICO.
Mullens introduced a bill concern
ing combinations in restraint
of
trade. Several bills of minor importance were introduced.
SANCHEZ, OF SAN MIGUEL IN
TRODUCED IN THE HOUSE A
RESOLUTION. EXCLUDING FROM
THE FLOOR AND GALLERIES OF
THE HOUSE THE CORRESPOND
ENT OF THE ALBUQUERQUE DAILY JOURNAL. THIS RESOLUTION
WAS PASSED BY A VOTE OF 16
TO 7 AND THE SERGEANT AT
ARMS WAS INSTRUCTED TO CAR
RY OUT THIS
PROVISION.
The
Journal has been criticising severely
some actions of the house and its
members, and the- - house under the
leadership of Holt took this method
of getting even. All the Democrats in
the house voted against the resolu
tion.
spoke
Hudspeth and
Mullens
against the resolution as well as
Ruppe. of Albuquerque.
LOOM IS.

Special to The Record.
Santa Fe, N. M.. Feb. 19. There
was war all over the Legislative map
yesterday afternoon. The Council put
in most of the afternoon working on
the revenue law, but took a little
time off when a veto tnessag-- to Coun
cil Bill, No. 2 iwas announced. This
bill provided for the filling of vacan
cies in county offices by the County
Commissioners.
The Council sent the veto to the
Committee on Rules without reading.
This action is taken as an affront to
the Governor and comes from a feel
ing on the part of some Council men
that the executive intended to defy
them. Later the announcement of the
signing of an unimportant measure
met with no comment. This veto was
read this morning and set up the contention that an exception should be
made as to the appointment of County Commissioners. By a vote of 7 to
4 the veto mesage and the bill was
sent to the Commitee on Territorial
affairs and Martinez introduced a bill

s

Over 1200 pieces of the latest sheet
music, price 10, 25 and 35c per copy-a- t
Zinks'
200tf

Irrigation by Pumping

o

MRS. IRVIN M'ELROY
DIES AT BARSTOW.
Harry Lenox received two messages
this morning, one announcing the illness of his sister, Mrs. Irvin McEl-roy- ,
at her home in Barstow, Tex., and
the other stating that she had died at
7:20 this morning and would be buried this afternoon. The messages came
at the same time and the sudden announcement came as a severe shock
to the entire family. J. S. Lenox, father of Mrs. McElroy, and Mrs. B. O.
White, her sister, are now driving to
El Paso county, Texas, from Roswell,
and cannot be reached for a week.
Mrs. McElroy was in splendid health
and it was a sudden attack of scarlet
fever that caused her death. The nature of the disease caused the husband
to hold the funeral without the attendance of any of the relatives, except
a sister, Mrs. Adell Whitaker, who
was with her at the time she took sick
Mrs. McElroy is a Roswell girl and
many friends will receive - the
sad news with deep sorrow. She was
22 years of age and leaves a husband,
years old
two baby boys, one 2
and the other 2 months old, a mother and a father and several sister3
and brothers, all well known in Roswell.

is the only piactical way outsi.lt of the Artesian

belt,

Byron Jackson Centrifugal Pumps.
and
,

Olds & Fairbanks Gasoline Engines
are the only efficient and economical machinery
suited for the purpose.
Plants in operatian on exhibition.
YY'e will be ulad to show any one
interested a practical demonstration of a successful pumping plant.

2

OWN IT ALL

I

I have purchased the entire interest of Mr. F. M. Jump in
the liverv business and am now the sole owner of the
PALACE LIVERY AND TRANSFER COMPANY.
My hack and buss will meet all trains and do a regular
call business.
I solicit the trade of the public and my effort will be to
please.

Just received a new lot of the latest Edison Records, at Zinks' 200tf
You'll find it cheapest at Makin's.
BUREAU.
(Local Report.)
Roswell, N. M., Feb. 19. Temperature. Max., 68; min., 40; mean, 54.
Precipitation 00; wind W., velocity
4 miles; weather clear.
Forecast, Roswell and Vicinity:
Fair tonight and Wednesday; sta-

J

anam

W. M. MINTER

U. S. WEATHER

tionary temperature.

I

M. WRIGHT,

Official in Charge.

Classified

Oil!

icii

IP

ids.

FOR SALE.
Land scrip. W. G.
FOR SALE.
42tf
Skillman.
FOR SALE:
One horse and phaeton. Apply Dr. Z. T. Martin. 99t6
Large mirror and set
FOR SALE:
of carpenter tools and household
99t2
goods. 612 N. Pecos.
At a bargain, a restaurant stock and fixtures at Dexter.
See Virgil Croft at Depot.
00t3.
FOR SALE:
Three or four miles
open woven wire fence. Apply .Oatf.
phone 347.
or
sis ranch,
One rotary and drop
FOR SALE.
Austin well drilling machine. Phone
29tf
or write the Oasis Ranch.
furniture,
Household
FOR SALE:
including $60 range and $50 dining
table, both good as new for half
price. 127 S. Pa., 'phone 503. 99t2
FOR SALE:

1c.
m

I

Per Hundred

Record Office

FOR RENT.
Nice new furnished
FOR RENT:
rooms. No sick people. 309 N. Ky.
aye.
99t3
FOR RENT:

furnished

One two or three unrooms ,204 South Pa.

99t4
ave.
FOR RENT: Large Sunny Hoom for
two, also board. Phone 149, 719 N.
Main St.
85tf
20 acres of choice land
FOR RENT:
in good state of cultivation. A bountiful supply of artesian water. An
opportunity for a "Man with a Hoe."
Call on or address A. C. Wilson,
99t3
124
Main st.

WILL

YOU

TRADE

meeting the executive suggestions.
FOR- There was trouble in the House from
the start. The Albuquerque boosters
were there in force and their visit
160 acres of land in Sagatiche County, Colorado, that
was taken as an attempt to intimidate
is in the artesian belt of the San Lious Valley. 80 acres
the majority. The majority introduced
broke and has raised crop of small grain last year.
a resolution declaring the correspon
3 room house,
artesian well and fenced. Will
dent of the Albuquerque Journal to
sell
for
residence
or
or small agricultural tract.
trade
be untruthful and denying him the
WANTED.
privileges of the floor and galleries.
Experienced irrigator at
WAJJTED:
It passed 16 to 7.
99tf
Slaughter Farm.
the
against
voting
all
The Democrats
"
board
in a
Room
and
WANTED:
the resolution.
nice family, by young married couSeveral bills were Introduced, but
99t3
ple. Apply at Record office,
none of them of importance.
Artesia county matters have taken WANTED.
By March 1st, two furnPHONE 375
ROOM 8, TEXAS BLOCK.
1
a new turn. It appears that a number
ished rooms for light housekeeping.
of the Republican members have been
Not health seekers. Address The
convinced that the creation of the
Enterprise Hdw. Co.
99t3
County of Artesia means the creation
of a future Republican county and
they are moving in the matter. This
renewed activity is the direct result
of the work started by the Editor of
the Pecos Valley News some time ago
Indicated in these dispatches as being on:
Just what the next move will be
cannot be determined but that the ad
For the woman who appreciates elegance
vocates of tie county are very active
and beauty , cultivates grace, cherishes health,
is certain. They are moving heaven
comfort, and seeks contentment.
understands
and earth in their efforts and their
last appeal has been made on purely
partisan grounds as calculated to best
reach the members of this legislature.
210 West
Just what the promoters of Artesia
'
County can promise the republicans
'
Is hard to see, but they are mak
ing promises and making converts,
ft will be Ctard for them to do enough
to bring about the passage of the
outlook
bill, .and from the present

A. 0.

Sea."

Miss Jaxie CarruUters arrived TuesMr. and Mrs. W. H. Noland left
day morning from New York for a vis-- . Tuesday for their borne in Lees Sum
Smith.
Mrs.
Horace
It with Mr. and
mit, Missouri, after spending three
months
here for Mr. Noland's health.
Monday
Dr. L. Durham, returned
has made a wonderful progress
from Carlsbad wiere he has been In- He
pUysically
leaves practically a
specting cattle for the Government.
well man.
R. T. Stanton arrived last night
Mr.
Mrs. W. M Bates of near
from Chicago for a visit of several Puerto,and
Monday for their ranch,
left
days with his daughter, Mrs. Albert
which i 27 miles from Tucuincari,
Prult.
after spending several days here with
o
D. H. Tinett. of Shelbina, Mo., eame Mr. and Mrs. E. J. Bates, their broth
They are on their
In Monday with a carload of furniture er and sister-in-la- '
and household oods. He will locate honey-moaat Dayton.
Alberto Ruts, Romaldo Contra ras
Monday morn
Will Kennedy for two years a resi- and Andres Palaclo left
Texico,
accompanying
ing
Fran
for,
Texico.
yesterday
for
dent here, left
cisco Castaneda, who was down to se
If he does not like Texico he will go cure
n orchestra for one of Texico's
to Colorado.
flourishing saloons, 'flie three Mexi
W. S. Moore went to Carlsbad last can boys first mentions-- ) will furnish
n.

to 23

Overture.
Poor Tutor.
Post Child.

y

contract work on the railroad.

19

,
is now being- made.
.t a meeting '6f the House Committee oa Counties and County Linej
this morning, Newkirk appeared foi
the New County and Cameron, Mul-linand Hudspeth against.
The session of Committee lasted
until after 12 o'clock today and resulted In nothing of a definite nature.
-

-

We

they will not be able to get it ottt of
the committee and there the struggle

Mice

MRS. H. P. BLACK, Agent
Walnut

.

